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Abstract
Image Captioning alludes to the process of generating text description from an image based
on the image’s objects and actions. It is a very strenuous task to create an image description
automatically using any language phrase. It requires the expertise of both image processing
as well as natural language processing. For describing image content, the bulk of state-ofthe-art approaches follow an encoding-decoding framework, which generates captions
using a sequential recurrent prediction model. The performance of this task has been
significantly enhanced by ongoing advancement in deep neural networks. In this paper, we
propose a deep residual learning based encoding-decoding framework for image captioning
tasks. Our main objective is to replace the encoder part of the renowned Neural Image
Caption Generator (NIC) model developed by Google with the residual network known as
ResNet-50. In addition to that, we have discussed how our proposed model can be
implemented. In the end, we have also evaluated the performance of our model using
standard evaluation matrices.
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1. Introduction
Image captioning is a prominent research field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), which deals
with the task of understanding an image and automatically generates a natural language
description for that image. Image understanding requires the detection and identification of
objects, scene type or location, as well as object properties and their communications.
Producing an image description is a very challenging task. It requires the understanding of
visual knowledge and the translation of knowledge into sentences through natural language
processing tools. Some of the early methods that attempted to address this challenge are often
based on hard-coded features and well-defined syntax. This limits the type of sentence that
can be generated by any specified model. To overcome this limitation, the primary challenge
is to make the model free of any hard-coded features or sentence templates. Rules for
developing models should be learned from the training data. This task demands the
development of a model that can capture the relationship present in the visual and natural
language of the associated image.

With the advent of machine learning, and especially in the field of deep neural networks,
computer vision and language processing have improved exponentially in recent years. The
power of deep neural networks has also been successfully examined to create captions of
images [9, 11], and their capacity for generalization is much better than traditional methods.
These models often use different deep neural networks, such as a convolutional neural
network (CNN) [17], long-term memory networks (LSTM) [18], a recurrent neural network
(RNN) [19], to implicitly learn the common embedding by encoding and decoding direct
modalities. Compared to previous methods, these methods give improved results on all
common caption generation datasets. The number of models has been developed over the
past few years. A modified "merge model" framework developed in [9] by combining CNN
and LSTM is the common theme in these methods.
Learning - based methods have been extensively used in numerous image analysis
assignments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Contemporary state-of-the-art strategies [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16] follow an encoder-decoder framework to produce image captions. They generally
manipulate convolutional neural networks to encode the visual information and employ
recurrent neural networks to decode that information to sound sentences.
Deep convolutional neural networks [20, 21] have driven to a series of breakthroughs for
image classification tasks [20, 22, 23]. Several different visual recognition assignments have
also considerably benefited from very deep models [24, 25] and the best results [24, 25, 26,
27] on the ImageNet dataset [28] all utilize very deep models [24], with a depth of sixteen
[24] to thirty [27]. So over the years there is a trend to go deeper, to solve more complex
tasks and to also increase /improve the classification /recognition accuracy. Deep networks
generally combine low/mid/high-level features [22] and classifiers in end - to - end
multilayer manner, and the number of stacked layers can enhance the "levels" of features.
In this paper, we have examined collections of different existing image captioning models
and how they compose a new caption for unseen images. We have also presented the results
of our proposed image captioning model and compared it to the state-of-the-art results. In
the following sections, we describe relevant work in detail. We give a brief description of
the implementation environment of our proposed model and dataset used in this project.
Finally, we summarize the results and provide our concluding remarks.

2. Related work
Many image captioning methods have been proposed in the literature. Image caption is a
general problem that integrates computer vision, machine learning, and natural language
processing. Early strategies tackled this problem using bottom-up paradigm [29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36], which first generated descriptive words of an image by predicting attributes
and recognizing objects, and then combined them by language models. There are mainly two
different ways to perform the image captioning task. One of the best image captioning
models of retrieval based method is Im2Txt model [37]. It was introduced by Vicente
Ordonez, Girish Kulkarni, and Tamara L Berg. Their model has divided into two main parts
1) Image matching and 2) Caption generation. We will first provide our input image to the
model. The matching image will be retrieved from a database containing images and its
suitable caption. Once we find matching images from the database, we will compare
extracted high-level objects from the original image and the matching images. Images will
then ranked based on the matched content. Once the images are re-ranked, captions of top-n
ranked images will be returned. The main flaw of the retrieval based methods is that they
cannot generate novel captions. They only produce captions which are already present in the
database.

Generative models can be of two types 1) pipeline based model 2) or end to end model.
Pipeline-based models use two separate learning processes, one for image recognition and
one for language modeling. In end-to-end models, we join both image recognition and
language modeling models in the single end to end model [11]. End-to-end models are
created by a combination of convolutional and recurrent neural networks.
With the rise of machine translation, the generative type end-to-end model based encoderdecoder framework [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] has been used to generate captions for
the images. To the best of our knowledge, approaches following this framework usually
encoded an image as a single feature vector by convolutional neural networks [20, 38, 24,
25] and then fed the vector into recurrent neural networks [14, 39, 40] to generate captions.
Due to the problem of gradient descent in recurrent neural networks, RNN can only
remember the contents of the previously limited time unit. Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) [39] is a unique RNN architecture that can resolve problems such as the vanishing
gradients and has long-term memory. Therefore, the LSTM is increasingly used in the
decoder stage.
On top of it, various modeling approaches have been developed. In Vinyals’s [9] work, they
introduced an encoder-decoder framework of generative type end-to-end model, which
employs convolutional neural networks to extract image features and then produces target
language description through LSTM to maximize the maximum likelihood estimation of
target language description. Show and tell model proposed by Vinyals’s uses a combination
of Inception-v3 model and LSTM cells [41]. Here a deep CNN model known as Inceptionv3 model provides object recognition capability while LSTM cells provide its language
modeling capability [25, 42].
Karpathy and Fei-Fei [11], Fang et al. [36] presented approaches to improve their models by
detecting objects in images. Dense captioning [43] was introduced to control the localization
and captioning tasks simultaneously. Ranzato et al. [44] introduced a sequence-level training
algorithm. Fang’s [36], utilized multiple instance learning to extract words contained in an
image, then a statistical model is learned to generate descriptions. In Xu’s [14], they
combined the attention mechanism with image caption. They propose to join input context
information and, spatial attention mechanisms in the convolutional features of the image into
the encoder-decoder structure.

3. ResCap V1 Model
For this project, we utilize a generative model that was proposed to provide an end to end
training capability. The end to end based generative model uses a neural and probabilistic
framework to generate captions from images. It produces the captions by maximizing the
probability of the correct translation in an "end-to-end" manner. With a given sequence:

𝜃 ∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜃 ∑ log 𝑝(𝑆|𝐼; 𝜃)
(𝐼,𝑆)

where θ are the parameters of the model, I is an image, and S its correct transcription. Now,
we can represent the sentence as a joint probability and assume, S0, S1....SN is the sequence
and N is the length of:
𝑛

log 𝑝(𝑆|𝐼) = ∑ log 𝑝(𝑆𝑡 |𝐼, 𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , … … , 𝑆𝑡−1 )
𝑡=0

This can be efficiently created using recurrent neural networks. Recurrent neural networks
commonly used in neural machine translation. We can use RNN to calculate the probability
from the input image I and the t−1words expressed as a sequence. It can be expressed as

ℎ𝑡+1 = 𝑓𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (ℎ𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡 )
Where ℎ𝑡 is the memory and 𝑥𝑡 is the image. The function 𝑓𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 is defined according to the
following equations:

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎𝑜 (𝑊𝑖 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖 ℎ𝑡−1 )
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎𝑜 (𝑊𝑓 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑓 ℎ𝑡−1 )
𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎𝑜 (𝑊𝑜 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑜 ℎ𝑡−1 )
𝑐𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ𝑜 (𝑊𝑐 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑐 ℎ𝑡−1 )
The complete architecture of an LSTM network cell is shown in figure 1 given below:

Figure 1. Description of an LSTM network showing the details of different blocks [9]

𝑚𝑡 𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ⊙ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑡
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ⊙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ𝑜 (𝑚𝑡 𝑡) = 𝑓𝐿𝑆𝑇𝑀 (𝑥𝑡 , ℎ𝑡−1 )

Where 𝑊𝑖 , 𝑊𝑓 , 𝑊𝑜 , 𝑊𝑐 ∈ 𝑅 𝐷ℎ𝑥𝐷𝑥 , 𝑈𝑖 , 𝑈𝑓 , 𝑈𝑜 , 𝑈𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
multiplication.

𝐷 𝑥𝐷ℎ
ℎ
,

⊙ represent element-wise

In our proposed model, we use a CNN architecture known as "ResNet-50" to extract the
features of the images, represented as 𝑥0 in the above equations, and RNN’s are created using
the most popular model known as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Recurrent neural
networks commonly used in neural machine translation [45]. They encode the variable length
inputs into a fixed dimensional vectors. Then it applies these vector representations to decode
to the desired output sequence [46]. So, the LSTM model calculates the conditional
probability of the next word in the caption given the image and the previous words. Instead
of using text as input to encoder our proposed model uses the image as input. This image is
converted to a word vector and then this word vector is translated to caption using recurrent
neural networks as a decoder.
Our proposed model is created by hybridizing two different models. It takes an image as
input and provides it to ResNet-50 model. At the end of ResNet-50 model, a single fully
connected layer is added. This layer will transform the output of ResNet-50 model into word
embedding vector. We input this word embedding vector into a series of LSTM cell. LSTM
cell gives the ability to retrieve and store sequential information through time. This helps the
model to generate the sentences by keeping previous words in context.

Figure 2. Architecture of our proposed “ResCap V1”model

Training of our proposed model can be divided into two parts. The first part of the training
process is where the model learns its parameters. While the second part is of the testing
process. In testing process, we infer the captions and then compare and evaluate these
machine-generated captions with human-generated captions.

3.1 Training
During the training phase, we provide a pair of an input image and its suitable caption to our
proposed model. ResNet-50 part of the model is trained to recognize all possible objects in
an image. While LSTM part of the model is trained to predict every word in the sentence
after it has seen the image as well as all the previous words. For any provided caption we
add two extra symbols as start word and stop word. Whenever stop word is found it stops
generating sentence and it marks an end of the string. The loss function for the model is
calculated as
𝑁

𝐿(𝐼, 𝑆) = − ∑ log 𝑝𝑡 (𝑆𝑡 )
𝑡=1

where 𝐼 represent the input image and 𝑆 represent the generated caption. 𝑁 is the length of
the generated sentence. 𝑝𝑡 and 𝑆𝑡 represent probability and predicted word at time t
respectively. During the training process, we will try to reduce this loss function.

3.2 Inference
From multiple approaches to generate caption, our proposed model uses Beam Search to find
suitable words to generate the caption. If we keep beam size as K, it recursively considers K
best word at each output of the word. At each step, it will calculate the joint probability of
word with all previously generated word in the sequence. It will continue producing the
output until the end of sentence marker is predicted. It will select a sentence with the highest
probability and outputs it as a caption.

4. Implementation
For evaluation of image captioning model, we have implemented our proposed ResCap V1
model. Details about dataset, implementation tool and implementation environment are
given as follows:

4.1 Datasets
For the image captioning task, there are several annotated image datasets available. Most
common of them are Flickr8k, Flickr30k, Pascal VOC and MS COCO dataset. In this
research work, Flick8k and MS COCO image captioning datasets are used. Flickr8k dataset
[50] contains a total of 8000 images, 6000 for training, 1000 for validation and 1000 for
testing. Each image has five captions. MS COCO dataset is developed by Microsoft to
achieve the state-of-the-art in object recognition and captioning task. It contains a collection
of day-to-day activity with their related captions. MS COCO dataset contains images of
around 91 objects types. It contains around 2.5 million objects in 328K images [47]. First,
each object in the image is labelled and after that description is added based on objects in an
image. Each image has five captions. We pre-process the captions in the training set by
removing all non-alphanumeric characters, making all words lower case, prepending each
caption with a special "START" token and appending with an "END" token.

4.2 Implementation tools and environment
For the implementation of our model, we have used a machine with Intel Xeon E3 processor
with 12 cores and 32GB RAM running CentOS 7. The model was built on Keras. Keras is a
high-level neural networks API written in Python and capable of running on top of
TensorFlow, CNTK or Theano. We use TensorFlow as the backend to build our model [48].
Tensorflow library is used for creating and training deep neural networks. Tensorflow is a
deep learning library developed by Google. It provides a heterogeneous platform for
execution of algorithms i.e. it can be run on low power devices like mobile as well as large
scale distributed system containing thousands of GPUs.

5. Evaluation and Results
This section contains the experimental results obtained from applying the ResCap V1 model
on Flickr8k and MS COCO datasets.

5.1 Evaluation Matrices
To evaluate any model that generates natural language sentences BLEU (Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy) score is used. This is an algorithm developed for evaluating the
quality of text generated from machine translation [49]. It describes how natural sentences
are compared to machine-generated sentences. It is widely used to evaluate the performance
of machine translation. Sentences are compared based on modified n-gram precision method
for generating the BLEU score. Where precision is calculated using the following equation:

𝑝𝑛 =

∑𝐶∈{𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠} ∑𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚∈𝐶 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑝 (𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚)
∑𝐶 ′ ∈{𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠} ∑𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚′∈𝐶′ 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡(𝑛𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚′)

The output of the BLEU score ranges from 0 to 1. Higher values indicate the similarity
between the generated text and the reference text.
𝑁

𝑟
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐵𝑁 = min (0,1 − ) + ∑ 𝑤𝑁 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝𝑛
𝑐
𝑛=1

5.2 Results
By the implementation of the ResCap V1 image captioning model, we can able to generate
moderately comparable captions compared to human-generated captions. For calculating
BLUE score, we first generate captions for all the test images and then use these machinegenerated captions as candidate sentences. We compare these candidate sentences with five
of the reference captions given by both the Flickr8k and MS COCO dataset and average the
BLEU score of candidate corresponding to each of the references.

We averaged out the BLEU scores over the test images. The net BLEU-1 score of the ResCap
V1 model on Flickr8k dataset is shown in the table 1 below:

Table 1. BLEU-1 scores on Flickr8k dataset. We only report previous work results when available. SOTA
stands for the current state-of-the-art. All values are reported as percentage (%).

Model

BLEU-1

Tri5Sem [51]

48
58
51
63
65
67
67
67
65
70

m-RNN [10]
MNLM [52]
Google NIC [41]
Log Bilinear [53]
Soft-Attention [13]
Hard-Attention [13]
SOTA
ResCap V1

Human

The net BLEU-2, BLEU-3 and BLEU-4 scores of the ResCap V1 model on Flickr8k dataset
is shown in the table 2 below:

Table 2. BLEU-2, BLEU-3 and BLEU-4 scores on Flickr8k dataset. SOTA stands for
the current state-of-the-art. All values are reported as percentage (%).
Model

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

Google NIC [41]

41

27

---

Log Bilinear [53]

42.4

27.7

17.7

Soft-Attention [13]

44.8

29.9

19.5

Hard-Attention [13]

45.7

31.4

21.3

SOTA

45.7

31.4

21.3

ResCap V1

42.8

28.1

17.3

The Performance of our proposed model and other state-of-the-art methods on MS COCO
dataset is shown in table 3 below:
Table 3. BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3 and BLEU-4 scores on MSCOCO dataset. All
values are reported as percentage (%).
Model

BLEU-1

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

Google NIC [41]

66.6

45.1

30.4

20.3

LRCN [12]

62.8

44.2

30.4

21

Soft-Attention [13]

70.7

49.2

34.4

24.3

Hard-Attention [13]

71.8

50.4

35.7

25

ATT[15]

70.9

53.7

40.2

30.4

ResCap V1

67.9

47.1

32.2

22.7

We report our main results on Flickr8k and MS COCO datasets in Tables 1, 2 and 3. We
present the BLEU-N metric for our proposed model and comparison with the benchmarks
set by other models. Human scores in Table 1 were computed by comparing one of the human
captions against the other four. We do this for each of the five raters and average their BLEU
scores. Since this gives a slight advantage to our system, given the BLEU score is computed
against five reference sentences and not four, we add back to the human scores the average
difference of having five references instead of four. Some of captions generated by ResCap
V1 model is shown as follows:

Figure 3. Experiment Result

As you can see in Fig. 3, a generated sentence using normal max search is “A dog running
through snow with trees in the background”, a generated sentence using beam search k=3 is
"A dog is running through the snow", a generated sentence using beam search k=5 is "A
brown dog running through the snow", and a generated sentence using k=7 is "A tan dog
plays in the snow" while actual human-generated sentences are “A brown dog carries an
object in its mouth on a snowy hillside", "A collie running through the snow", "A Sheltie
dog carries a white-colored toy in its mouth as it walks across the snow", "Dog with a toy
in the snow", "The dog wades through deep snow with something in its mouth". The BLEU
score results for this image are shown in table 4.
Table 4. BLEU scores of Figure 3
Caption search
types

BLEU-1

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

Normal max search

0.723

0.467

0.163

0.075

Beam search ; k=3

0.857

0.654

0.589

0.454

Beam search ; k=5

1.000

0.912

0.812

0.594

Beam search ; k=7

0.714

0.487

0.401

0.185

Figure 4. Experiment Result

As you can see in Fig. 4, a generated sentence using normal max search is “A man rides a
bicycle on a trail down a river”, a generated sentence using beam search k=3 is "A man is
riding a bicycle on a trail through some trees", a generated sentence using beam search k=5
is "A man rides a mountain bike down a slope in the woods", and a generated sentence using
k=7 is "A man rides a bicycle on a trail down a river" while actual human-generated
sentences are “A biker races", "A guy on a BMX bike", "A man rides a bike through a
course", "Stop action frame of a racer in a bicycle race", "The bike rider is wearing a silver
helmet and red shirt". The BLEU score results for this image are shown in table 5.
Table 5. BLEU scores of Figure 4
Caption search
types

BLEU-1

BLEU-2

BLEU-3

BLEU-4

Normal max search

0.636

0.564

0.451

0.306

Beam search ; k=3

0.666

0.426

0.150

0.067

Beam search ; k=5

0.583

0.398

0.355

0.243

Beam search ; k=7

0.636

0.564

0.451

0.306

6. Conclusion
We have presented ResCap V1, an end-to-end hybrid neural network system by combining
Image Labeling and Automatic Machine Translation. This model is capable to autonomously
view an image and generate a reasonable description in natural language with decent
accuracy. ResCap V1 is based on a convolutional neural network (CNN) that encodes an
image into a compact representation, followed by a recurrent neural network (RNN) that
generates a corresponding sentence. The developed model is trained to maximize the
likelihood of the sentence given the image. Experiments on various datasets show the
robustness of ResCap V1 model in terms of qualitative results (the generated sentences are
very reasonable) and quantitative evaluations, using BLEU score, a metric used for
evaluating the quality of text generated from machine translation.
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A. Appendix

Actual Captions
A backpacker in the mountains using his hiking stick to point at a
glacier.
A backpacker points to the snow-capped mountains as he stands on a
rocky plain.
A hiker is pointing towards the mountains.
A hiker poses for a picture in front of stunning mountains and clouds.
A man with a green pack using his pole to point to snowcapped
mountains.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A man in a red coat skiing.
B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A man stands on a snowy hill next to a mountain.
At k=5: A man stands on a snowy hill next to a mountain.
At k=7: A man standing on the shore of a lake.

Actual Captions
A hiker in a red on a snowy peak.
A person in a red jacket and a red hardhat stands near a mountain.
A person wearing a red jacket and helmet walks up near the large rock.
A woman wearing a red work man hat and red jacket is hiking in the
snow topped mountains.
The person wearing the red hardhat is on the mountain.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A man in a red jacket is standing in front of a
mountain.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A child in a red jacket standing in a mountain.
At k=5: A child in a red jacket standing in a mountain.
At k=7: A child in a red jacket standing in a mountain.

Actual Captions
A dog bites an object offered by a person.
A dog playing with a dog toy as someone tries to pull it from its mouth.
A golden retriever plays with a toy.
The photographer is playing tug-of-war with a dog.
Two dogs fighting for the same chew toy.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A dog with a collar running through tall grass.
B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A brown and white dog wearing a red collar is standing in the
dirt.
At k=5: A brown and white dog carries a tennis ball in its mouth.
At k=7: A brown and white dog carries a tennis ball in its mouth.

Actual Captions
A man stands alone on the rocks.
A man stands on a rocky cliff overlooking a body of water.
A person is standing on jagged rocks above the water below.
A person with a backpack stands on a rocky bank beside a body of
water.
Person standing on rocky edge of water with hilly land in background.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A group of people are riding bicycles through the
water while a man in a red shirt looks on.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A group of people stand on a cliff overlooking the ocean.
At k=5: A group of people stand on a cliff overlooking the ocean.
At k=7: A group of people stand on a cliff overlooking the ocean.

Actual Captions
A couple is photographed in front of a large outdoor fountain.
A couple pose in front of a fountain.
An older couple posing in front of a fountain for a picture.
Older couple posing for a picture in front of a fountain.
The parents of the younger male are posing for a picture in front of a
water fountain.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A couple is standing in front of a building.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A couple is standing in front of a water fountain.
At k=5: A couple is standing in front of a water fountain.
At k=7: A bunch of people at park.

Actual Captions
Two children are dressed as pirates.
Two children dressed as pirates.
Two children kneeling down with pirate hats on.
Two young boys are kneeling in the bushes wearing pirate costumes.
Two young boys wearing pirate hats are crouching down.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: Two girls dressed in black are sitting in costume
next to the view.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: Two girls are posing for the camera.
At k=5: Two young girls wearing white dresses smile at the camera.
At k=7: Two young girls pose smiling for a picture with their backs to
the camera.

Actual Captions
A dog is jumping to catch a Frisbee and casts a perfect shadow.
A dog jumps and catches a Frisbee in the grass.
A dog jumps and catches a toy.
A white dog leaps to catch an object.
A yellow lab jumping up to catch a toy.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A dog is jumping on the grass to catch an object.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A dog jumps to catch an object.
At k=5: A dog jumps to catch an object.
At k=7: A dog jumps to catch an object.

Actual Captions
A kid walks on a snowy hill with their arms out.
A little boy plays in the snow.
A toddler in a red jacket is balancing on top of snow.
A young child wearing orange balances on a snowy ledge.
The little boy in black and orange walks through the snow.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A boy in red shirt climbs through a snow puddle
in the air.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A boy in a red jacket slides down the ice.
At k=5: A child in a red shirt climbs on the top of the snow.
At k=7: A child in a red shirt climbs on the top of the blue slide.

Actual Captions
A boy in a blue shirt jumps down stairs on a skateboard.
A man flies through the air on his skateboard above a white staircase.
A skateboarder jumps his board down a flight of stairs.
A skateboarder sails over white steps.
Skateboarder jumping down stairs of building.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A skateboarder in the air in front of a red slide.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A skateboarder in the air in front of a blue building.
At k=5: A skateboarder in the air in front of a blue building.
At k=7: A male skateboarder is skating in a skate park.

Actual Captions
A woman in a blue shirt guides her dog over an obstacle.
A woman is running beside a dog that is jumping over a red and white
obedience training fence.
A woman next to a dog which is running an obstacle course.
A woman walking with a Sheltie through a competition obstacle course.
The dog is jumping over the hurdles beside a woman.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A small dog jumping an obstacle in a grassy field
B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A small dog jumping an obstacle in a grassy field.
At k=5: A small dog jumping an obstacle in a grassy field.
At k=7: A small dog jumping an obstacle in a grassy field.

Actual Captions
A helmeted man jumping off a rock on a mountain bike.
A man jumping on his BMX with another bmxer watching.
A mountain biker is jumping his bike over a rock as another cyclist
stands on the trail watching.
A person taking a jump off a rock on a dirt bike.
The bike rider jumps off a rock.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A person on a bike is coming up through the mud

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A guy is doing a trick on a bike.
At k=5: A mountain biker jumps a rock on a mountain.
At k=7: A mountain biker is riding on a line back at bushes.

Actual Captions
A surfer catching a big wave in the ocean.
A surfer going through a wave.
A surfer in water and foam.
A surfer rides the crashing waves.
The surfer catches a big wave but stays on his board.

Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A man is riding a surfboard.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A man rides a wave on a surfboard.
At k=5: A man rides a surfboard as a wave makes a splash.
At k=7: A man rides a surfboard as a wave makes a splash.

Actual Captions
A child dressed for the cold sits in the snow.
A child in red sits in the snow.
A little girl in a red snowsuit sits on a snowball in a backyard.
Little kid in red snowsuit with hello kitty mittens.
The small girl in the Hello Kitty gloves and red snowsuit smiles while
sitting on a large snowball.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A little girl in a red coat plays in snow.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A little kid plays in the snow in a brown jacket and red shorts
on a harness.
At k=5: Little girl in red coat going down a hill.
At k=7: Little girl in red coat going down a hill.

Actual Captions
A snowboarder in bright green performing a jump at a competition.
A snowboarder in midair, after jumping a ramp.
A snowboarder jumps high in the air over a snowy hill.
A snowboarder launches off a ramp.
Snowboarder sails in the air.
Predicted Captions
A. Predicted caption using normal max search
Normal max search: A snowboarder is riding down the ramp next to a
hill.

B. Predicted captions using beam search
At k=3: A person on a snowboard jumps over a cliff in the snow.
At k=5: A person on a snowboard jumps over a cliff in the snow.
At k=7: A person on a snowboard jumps over a cliff in the snow.
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